
About us 

Do-NAMs Innovations is a start up by 3 young Engineers having a combined experience of more than 25 

years. Our effort will be to study the need in Education and Renewable energy domian to provide 

advanced technology based solutions to improve the quality of living of common man. Our vision I sto 

give back useful  products to the society from which we derived our knowledge and expereince. We at 

Do-NAMs belive that all innovations are output of passionate efforts till achieving the goal, so we are 

confident in delivering quality products for the society.  

VidhyaDhanTM 

VidhyaDhanTM is a tool to analyze and improve the performnce of students. As per our studies an survey 

we found that most of students are selecting the course fot their higher studies and even their career 

without enough knowledge about their field. They are not able to find the jobs which is matching their 

skills. Skill set mapping tools like psychometric analysis and aptitude test are not raeching them, even if 

reaching it is done as a one time event and won’t be compared with their acedemic performance. 

VidhyaDhan will use the advance developemnt in data science technolgy to analyze and advice the 

students, to identify the skill of students by propoerly analysing their academic performance along with 

pschycometric analysis and aptitude test. VidhyaDhan will also do their exam performance analysis and 

with inputs to improva their performance. It will act as a easy data communication channel with daily, 

weekly and monthly SMS to push different information to improve students  skill.  

 

Students data-Logger  

Students data-logger is a hardware tool which will help teachers/faculties to enter an store the students 

data’s like attendance, marks of students, extra ciricular activities etc and can genetrated required 

reports for analysis. As per present system in most of the institues the daily process of taking 

attendenace is offline, teachers are taking the same in a book and then transfering this to computers. 

This will consume lot of time and energy of teachers. Exam mark storage and report card geenration is 

also an headache to teachers as they are doing it manually. Students data logger will allow teachers to 

take the daily attendance of students by  just selecting the absent students name, daliy attendance 

report will be generated automatically and sms will go to absenteese parents. For mark entry also 

teachers can use data-logger. Mark cards,  Progress reports and Performance analysis will be generated 

automatically.  

e-SlateTM 

e-SlateTM is a writing meduim to  replace the present paper note book based system. In the evolution of 

writing medium we can see a upgradtion in every 30 to 40 years, from stone to leafs, leafs to slates and 

from slates to paper based books. We forsee the next revolution in writing medium as cloud based 

dedicated touch-pads which can be used as notebooks. Already this type of writing medium is used in 

high end companies and in institues. But we like to revolutionilze this with e-SlateTM which will be 



financially viable for common man. e-Slate will be having colud connectivity such that all the data’s can 

be stored in cloud and also locally as per requirement. The taechers and institues wil be having data 

pushing option to  e-Slate such that students will get live updates.  

 

Contact us 

Do-NAMs Innovations 

Room No:25, 1st floor 

Kalvary Junction, Poothole, Thrissur-4 

donamsinnovations@gmail.com 

info@donams.com 

0487-2389997,9947762701 
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